ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: June 20, 2008

Subject: BID # 08-093, (BID) Exterior & Interior Lighting Packages for (9) Constable Vehicles

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following question:

1. What type of vehicles is the equipment for?

   2008 Chevrolet Impala Police Package 9C1. Lightbars should be 41-45 inches in length, with mounting brackets included.

2. What is the model number of the smart siren?

   SS2000SM-SC with 20-ft. extension PA microphone system. Please note that the remote amplifier will be mounted in the trunk, and the control head mounted in the passenger compartment equipment console, accessible to the driver of the vehicle, requiring additional parts for the PA Microphone System (FedSig part numbers MNCT-SB and RMK) - please include the prices for these additional parts.

3. Which 100-watt speaker is being requested? There are 2 available.

   For the exterior lighting package, the Federal Signal AS-124 was selected. For the interior lighting package, the Whelen SA314 in Black Epoxy was selected. Please include mounting brackets for 2008 Chevrolet Impala 9C1 Police Package. Make and Model Numbers were clearly outlined in the specifications for each lighting package.
The Federal Lightbar Legend #41343 is an incorrect number, what is the correct model number? Or please provide lightbar specifications.

The model number referenced in the bid was taken from the Federal Signal Texas State Special Pricing Flyers for 2007 and 2008. Please refer to the point of contact listed in the specifications for any questions (Jerry Komurek, 1-602-469-2330, jerry@federalsignalaz.com). Length should be 41-45 inches, with Legend Lightbar Configurator codes as follows: 1 & 2-R, 3-TD Halogen, 4-R, 5-B, 6-TD Halogen, 7 & 8-B, L1-Alley, 9-B, 10 through 15-A, 16-R, L-Alley.